Recent advances have allowed the application of behaviorism's rigor to the control of complex cognitive tasks in animals. This article examines recent research on serially organized behavior in animals. 'Chaining theory', the traditional approach to the study of such behavior, reduces intelligent action to sequences of discrete stimulus-response units in which each overt response is evoked by a particular stimulus. However, such theories are too weak to explain many forms of serially organized cognition, both in humans and animals. By training non-human primates to produce arbitrary sequences that cannot be learned as chains of particular motor responses, the simultaneous chaining paradigm has overcome limitations of chaining theory in experiments on serial expertise, the use of numerical rules, knowledge of ordinal position, and distance and magnitude effects.
Introduction
The psychology of the conditioned response is arguably behaviorism's major achievement. Sophisticated theories of conditioning [1] have been applied to a wide range of behavior and those principles have led to the discovery of neural mechanisms of conditioned behavior at cortical [2] , sub-cortical [3] and cellular [4] levels of the brain. Unfortunately for behaviorism, its major achievement exposed its major limitation. Intelligent behavior is greater than the sum of discrete conditioned responses. Although it was once hoped that chaining theory could explain how individually conditioned responses could be linked together to form complex sequences [5] , there is ample theoretical and empirical evidence that many forms of serially organized behavior are beyond its grasp (see Box 1) . What is needed is an animal model of serially organized behavior that is based on learning ordinal relationships between stimuli rather than on the conditioning of new responses.
One of the main attractions of behaviorism is its rigorous, non-verbal methodology. There is, however, nothing inherent in that methodology that restricts its application to research on conditioning. Recent advances in technology have facilitated the application of behaviorism's rigor to the control of complex cognitive tasks in animals [6] ; for example, concept formation [7] , timing [8] , the discrimination of numerical quantities [9] and shortterm memory [10] . Here I will focus on serial memory, a topic that has been particularly refractory to study in animals. The reasons are many but two are of special relevance to this article. The first is the lack of a suitable method for measuring an animal's memory of more than a single item on a given trial. The second is the view that the ability to execute arbitrary sequences requires language.
Ironically, the main impetus for recent interest in serially organized behavior in animals is the now discredited claim that apes (mainly chimpanzees) could create grammatical sequences [11, 12] and by the success of a new paradigm for training monkeys to produce complex arbitrary sequences [13] without the benefit of any 'linguistic' training. As I will make clear below, those sequences differ in many important respects from the kind of chained sequences of discrete stimulus-response (S-R) Box 
Chaining theory
Staring with Ebbinghaus [28] , various forms of chaining theory have assumed that an understanding of learned sequences in animals and humans would follow directly from an understanding of how particular stimuli became associated with particular responses. On this view all instances of serially organized behavior are reducible to discrete S-R units, each unit linked to the next by virtue of extensive practice. It matters not whether the sequence in question is a sentence or tying a shoelace [50] [51] [52] .
In one of the most influential articles in modern psychology, Lashley [53] observed that chaining theory could not account for knowledge of relationships between non-adjacent items in serially organized behavior and presented two important examples to support his argument. First, he noted that all human languages assume knowledge of relationships between words from different parts of a sentence. For example, if someone told you that the girl wearing the blue uniform won the race, you would understand that it was the girl, and not the uniform, that won the race. Lashley also cited various human skills that could not be characterized as sequences of chained S-R units because the inter-response times between successive responses are often shorter than the time it would take for feedback from one response to trigger the next (e.g. typing or playing a musical instrument). Because Lashley's arguments were based on examples of human behavior, his critique has had less influence on animal cognition than it has had on human cognition. Indeed, it has been suggested that Lashley's arguments do not apply to animals because there is no evidence that they engage in learned behavior that approaches the complexity of human skills, and because animal communication is simpler and less arbitrary than human language [6] . That view is no longer tenable. Recent advances in our understanding of serially organized behavior in animals [54, 55] , have confirmed that Lashley's criticisms of chaining theory apply with the same force to animal behavior as it does to human behavior.
units on which animals have been trained for more than 100 years, such as running through a maze. I will refer to sequences composed of discrete S-R units as 'successive' chains because opportunities for making correct responses (and errors) are spatially and temporally isolated from one another [14] . I will refer to sequences trained by the new paradigm as 'simultaneous' chains because all of the choice points are presented simultaneously and it is therefore possible to skip forward or backward to make errors to any of the other choice points throughout the entire trial. These and other basic differences between successive and simultaneous chains are elaborated in Box 2.
Experiments on simultaneous chains with non-human primates (the simultaneous chaining paradigm, or SCP) have provided opportunities for investigating a wide range
Box 2. Successive versus simultaneous chains
According to chaining theory, what a subject learns in a maze with n choice points, are n discrete stimulus-response (S-R) associations. Consider the maze in Figure I in which nZ7. In this instance, the subject only needs to learn 7 associations to get to the goal: [S 1 [56] . Crucially, it also insures that, having responded correctly to S n , that stimulus disappears and that the subject will encounter S nC1 , and only S nC1 , at the next choice point. Thus, when the subject is at S 3 , cues from the choice points S 1 , S 2 , S 4 , S 5 , S 6 and S 7 cannot compete for the subject's attention.
Simultaneous chaining paradigm (SCP)
The sine qua non of a simultaneous chain is that all list items are displayed throughout each trial and that no differential feedback is provided following each response as to the identity of the next item. All correct responses provide uniform feedback in that they allow a trial to continue. Similarly, all errors terminate a trial immediately without providing any information as to the correct response at that point in the sequence. These constraints make it necessary for the subject to construct a representation of the required sequence and to maintain its position within that representation as it advances from item to item.
Consider, for example, a trial on which a subject is required to produce a 7-item simultaneous chain [14] . The 7 stimuli are presented simultaneously (typically, on a touch-sensitive video monitor) until the subject either makes an error or earns a reward by responding to those stimuli in the correct order. A second crucial difference between a successive and a simultaneous chain is the spatial location of the choice points on each trial. On a successive chain, the spatial location of choice points remains fixed throughout training. That allows a subject to learn the maze as a specific sequence of motor responses. On a simultaneous chain, the spatial configuration of choice points is changes randomly from trial to trial. As a consequence, subjects cannot learn the required sequence as a fixed set of motor responses. The example in Figure II illustrates the differences in the paths a subject would have to follow to respond correctly on three sample trials of a 7-item simultaneous chain. of human cognitive phenomena that are beyond the scope of traditional chaining theory. These include serial expertise [15] , knowledge of the ordinal position of list items [15] [16] [17] , numerical sequences [18] [19] [20] and distance and magnitude effects [21] [22] [23] . This article will summarize some recent research on those topics and indicate how it has led to animal models of cognitive phenomena that, until recently, have been regarded as exclusively human.
Serial expertise
In his classic experiment on learning sets, Harlow [24] showed that it was easier for a subject to induce a general strategy for mastering a particular cognitive task ('win-stay; lose-shift') by working on many exemplars of a particular problem than by waiting for a subject to achieve a high level of accuracy on a specific exemplar. Harlow's strategy was applied in an experiment in which 4 monkeys were trained to produce multiple 3-, 4-and 7-item simultaneous chains (referred to hereafter as 'lists') [15] . Each list consisted of photographs of natural objects or events that were presented on a touch-sensitive video monitor. The monkeys, none of whom had any previous list-learning experience, were trained on each new 3-and 4-item list for a maximum of 3 sessions. The idea was to induce a strategy for identifying the ordinal position of items on new lists by varying the problem and by gradually increasing its difficulty. As shown in Figure 1 , the learning-set strategy worked extremely well. On 3-item lists, the percentage of correctly completed trials increased progressively during the first [15] . (a,b) The percentage of correctly completed trials during the first and the last sessions of training on (a) 3-item lists and (b) 4-item lists. The 3-item lists were the first on which the monkeys were trained, and they were given a maximum of three sessions of training on any one list. The slopes of the regression lines shown for first-session accuracy during successive 3-and 4-item lists differed significantly from zero. (c) The mean accuracy of responding on each 7-item list during even-numbered sessions. Each list was trained to an accuracy criterion of 65% correctly completed trials during one session (hence the abscissa here is Session, not List number). The probability of guessing the correct sequence on the first trial of training was calculated using the conservative assumption that there were no backward errors (an assumption that is empirically true for monkeys trained on multiple lists). On new 3-, 4-and 7-item lists those probabilities were, respectively, 0.17, 0.04 and 0.0005. session of training on each new list. This being a new task on which the monkeys had no previous list training, the level of accuracy at the end of training on each list reach a plateau of w50% correctly completed trials. On 4-item lists, the percentage of correctly completed trials increased progressively during the first and the last sessions of training on each list. In the case of 7-item lists, which were trained to a criterion of completing at least 65% of the trials in a single session, monkeys needed progressively fewer sessions to learn successive lists. Indeed, on their fourth 7-item list, the monkeys identified the first two items with the fewest possible logical guesses [15] .
The lists trained in this study are arguably the most difficult serial tasks mastered by a non-human primate. Those include the production of symbolic, [11, 12, 25] , numerical [19, 25] and arbitrary lists [15] and the recognition of the ordinal position of items on arbitrary lists [17, 26] . As I have argued elsewhere [27] , the performance of the monkeys that learned 7-item lists compares favorably with that of a person attempting to deduce, by trial and error, a 7-digit PIN to operate an ATM on which the position of each number varies randomly from trial to trial. It is doubtful, however, that the sequential skills of these monkeys reflect the upper limit of their serial expertise. The steady decrease in the number of sessions needed to master new lists suggests that they could learn such lists more rapidly and that they could also master longer lists.
Numerical ability: rule-governed simultaneous chains Trial-and-error learning is necessary to master lists composed of arbitrary items. There is, however, no reason why list items must be arbitrary. They could just as well conform to a particular rule. Consider, for example, a simultaneous chain on which the subject is required to respond, in an ascending order, to different sets of geometric stimuli, each containing a different number of elements of different shapes, sizes and colors. Such a list could be learned by trial and error or by applying the ascending rule. If it were learned by trial and error, new lists composed in the same manner should be equally difficult. By contrast, subjects that learned the ascending rule could execute new lists correctly on the first trial on which they were presented.
Precisely such results were obtained in an experiment in which monkeys were trained to respond to Human geometric [9] Monkey geometric [20, 21] Chimpanzee [37] Human dots [35] Human arabic [34, 35] Monkey geometric [20, 21] Human arabic [34, 35] Human geometric [9] Human dots [35] Figure 3 . Distance and magnitude functions obtained from human subjects and monkeys. These functions were obtained on subtest tests composed of (a,b) numerical and (c,d) arbitrary items. With the exception of the experiment on numerical judgments by a chimpanzee [37] , all of the non-human primates were first trained using the SCP to learn lists of arbitrary or numerical stimuli. They were then tested with 2-item subsets composed of items from a given list. The data shown are the median RTs of correct responses to the first item of each subset. Also shown are distance and magnitude functions obtained from human subjects who were tested on their ordinal knowledge of Arabic numbers and letters of the alphabet or with arbitrary or numerical stimuli similar to those used in the experiments with non-human primates. geometrically defined exemplars of the numerosities 1, 2, 3 and 4 in an ascending order [18] . Examples of the numerical exemplars used in this experiment are shown in Figure 2a . After training on 35 four-item lists, each composed of a different set of exemplars, monkeys were tested on 150 novel lists, all trial unique. As shown in Figure 2b , the monkeys learned to respond at a high level of accuracy on the 35 training lists and continued to do so, without any decrement, on the 150 novel lists. As there is no benefit of memorizing the order of list items that were trial unique, it follows that the monkeys abstracted a numerical rule during their initial training on numerically defined lists.
By itself, this result does not support the conclusion that monkeys can learn an ordinal rule. Stronger evidence of a monkey's ability to use an ordinal rule was obtained on a test composed of all of the 36 numerical pairs that can be derived from the numerosities 1-9. These are shown in Figure 2c . Ten of those pairs were composed of novel numerosities whose values ranged from 5-9. Both monkeys responded correctly on more than 70% of the trials on which both items were novel (cf. Figure 2b) . As neither subject in this experiment had any previous experience with the numerosities 5-9, their ability to respond appropriately to those numerosities shows clearly that a monkey can extrapolate an ordinal rule to determine the correct order in which to respond to novel numerosities.
Knowledge of ordinal position
When a monkey learns an arbitrary list, does it learn itemorder information (associations between an item and its ordinal position) in addition to item-item information (associations between successive list items)? That issue has been investigated in a variety of experiments in which monkeys, trained on different arbitrary lists, were given problems that would be difficult, if not impossible, to solve using item-item information.
Derived lists
In an experiment based on Ebbinghaus' method of derived lists [28] , two monkeys were first trained to produce four lists, each composed of novel photographs ( Each derived list should be equally difficult to learn if a monkey's knowledge of the four original lists were limited to item-item associations. If, however, a monkey acquired knowledge of each item's ordinal position while learning the original lists, the two maintained lists should be easier to learn than the two changed lists. The latter prediction was confirmed. Both monkeys acquired the two maintained lists with virtually no errors, but it took them as long to acquire either of the changed lists as it would to learn a list composed of novel items. Similar results have been obtained in an experiment in which human subjects were trained with the derived-list paradigm [28, 29] .
Errors based on ordinal category A monkey's knowledge of ordinal position has also been evaluated by determining the confusability of list items that occupy the same ordinal position on different lists [17] . In one experiment, monkeys were first trained on 10 different lists, each composed of three different fractal images. During the study portion of each trial, items from a given list were displayed successively. During the test, the list items were displayed simultaneously (as in the SCP), together with a distractor item that was chosen at random from the remaining 27 fractal images. The monkey's task was to respond to the items presented during the study portion of the trial in the order in which they were presented.
If monkeys only formed item-item associations between the fractal images from a given list, errors to the distractor should be equally probable with respect to the subject's first, second and third responses. Contrary to that hypothesis, there was a high frequency of errors to distractors that occupied the same ordinal position as the item from the triplet that was displayed on a given trial. For example, if the sample sequence was D 1 /D 2 /D 3 , and if the distractor was G 3 , the subject would make many more errors at the third position than at the first or second positions. In agreement with the experiment on derived lists [16] , this suggests that the monkey's natural strategy was to encode list items with respect to their ordinal position on each list.
Distance and magnitude effects
When comparing two items on a particular dimension, for example, size, the more discrepant the items, the more accurate and the more rapid the comparison. Such distance effects were originally observed in experiments on psychophysics and human perception, such as in judgments of line length [30] , but they have also been observed in experiments on human memory [31] . The latter gave rise to what has come to be known as the 'symbolic distance effect' (SDE), in which distance is defined psychologically. The first demonstration of the SDE occurred in a deceptively simple experiment [32] . When adult human subjects were asked to select the larger of a pair of Arabic numbers, their reaction times (RTs) decreased progressively as the distance between the numbers increased. Similar results were obtained when human subjects were asked to judge the relative magnitude of displays containing random arrays of dots [9, 33] . SDEs have also been obtained with stimuli from arbitrary continua, for example, letters of the alphabet [34] , and from experiments in which subjects were asked to compare two mental images to decide which one was larger [35] .
In addition to distance, judgments of relative magnitude are affected by the magnitude of the smaller item. When the distance between the smaller and the larger item is held constant, RTs of judgments of relative magnitude increase as the magnitude of the smaller Review item increases. Thus, when human subjects are asked which number is larger, 7 or 8, RTs are longer than when the same question is asked about the numbers 3 and 4 [33] . The relationship between the smallest difference between two stimuli that can be discriminated and the smaller of the two stimuli, famously known as Weber's law in the case of natural continua (DI/IZk), has been referred to as a 'magnitude effect' in the case of psychological stimuli.
Distance and magnitude effects have been obtained from non-human primates in experiments in which monkeys were tested on their ability to order 2-item subsets drawn from items that comprised arbitrary or numerical simultaneous chains on which they were previously trained. The results of these experiments, which are strikingly uniform, are shown in Figures 3a-d 
The function labeled 'Monkey geometric' in Figures 3a and b is based on the median RTs that were obtained in the previously described experiment with rhesus macaques on numerical discrimination [21] , and from a replication of that experiment in which a squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciareus) and a baboon (Papio hamadrayas) [20] were trained with the same numerical stimuli (cf. Figure 2a) . The function labeled 'Human geometric' was obtained from an experiment with college students who were also tested with the same numerical stimuli [9] . Also shown in Figure 3b is a magnitude function obtained from Ai, a chimpanzee trained to report the number of dots displayed on a computer monitor by selecting the appropriate Arabic number on a computer keyboard [36] . Taken together these data indicate that reliable distance and magnitude functions can be obtained from non-human primates that are trained and tested with numerical stimuli.
Similarly congruent distance and magnitude functions were obtained from experiments in which non-human primates and adult and juvenile humans were trained using the SCP to learn arbitrary sequences composed of photographs or geometric forms [22, 23, [37] [38] [39] . These are shown in Figures 3c and d (Figures 3a and b) . Assuming that comparisons of both types of stimuli are made in working memory, it appears that the longer RTs for arbitrary stimuli include the time needed to retrieve information about the ordinal position of such stimuli from long-term memory. That does not seem to be the case for numerical stimuli whose ordinal position can be determined algorithmically in working memory [40] .
Distance effects obtained with arbitrary stimuli have two important theoretical implications. Chaining theory would predict an increase in RT with increasing distance between arbitrary stimuli because associative strength decreases as the ordinal distance between items increases. As can be seen in Figures 3a and c , the slopes of the distance function are the exact opposite of what chaining theory would predict. Of broader interest are the implications of the data shown in Figures 3a-d for theories of representation. Many computational theories claim that cognitive representations are propositional, that is, they are based upon rules of syntax and semantics [41, 42] . In experiments with human subjects, it is difficult to tease apart the influences of propositional thinking, which requires language, from the influence of perceptualanalogical processing, which may not [43] . A monkey's knowledge of the ordinal position of arbitrary items cannot, of course, be based on linguistic representations. A more plausable candidate is analog coding of ordinal position, which can account for knowledge of ordinal position and distance effects in the case of arbitrary stimuli [43] . Analog coding could also account for RTs of judgments of the numerical magnitude of stimuli. Interestingly, recent experiments on the neural basis of numerical judgments by monkeys suggest a continuum of analog cognitive-perceptual processes that are shared by human and non-human primates (see Box 3).
Conclusion
The simultaneous chaining paradigm provides an important bridge for comparing animal and human cognition. Its success in training animals to order arbitrary and numerical stimuli stems from the absence of any requirement for subjects to learn new motor responses when learning a new sequence. In addition to the experiments described in this article, the SCP has provided a basis for performing experiments on cognitive imitation [44] , on metacognition [45] , and on neural mechanisms that mediate serially organized behavior [26, [46] [47] [48] [49] . Given Box 3. Neural mechanisms of serially organized behavior Paradigms for training serial skills in animals have led to recent advances in our understanding of their neural structure and organization, in particular, the neural basis of numerical discrimination and the temporal planning of arbitrary sequences. Using abstract numerical stimuli (similar to those in Figure 2a in main text), Nieder and Miller [49, 57] trained monkeys to discriminate numerosities whose value ranged from 1 to 5. They then showed that specific cells in the pre-frontal cortex responded maximally to particular numerical values and that the bandwidth of each type of cell increased progressively as the value of the numerosity to which it was 'tuned' increased. For example, cells that responded maximally to stimuli containing two geometric elements responded to a narrower range of other numerical values than a cell that responded maximally to stimuli containing five geometric stimuli.
That property of numerically specific cells might explain why numerical discrimination improves with increasing numerical distance (an example of a 'symbolic distance effect') and why, at a given numerical distance, the discriminability of two numerical values decreases as numerical size increases (an example of Weber's Law). An experiment by Ninokura et al. [48] identified cells in the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPC) of monkeys that encoded information needed to plan a 3-item simultaneous chain. The monkeys in this experiment had to remember the temporal order of three successively presented visual stimuli (A, B and C) that were presented successively, and then respond to them in the same order when they were presented simultaneously. During a 1.5 s interval that preceded the simultaneous test, cells in LPC responded differentially to each of the six possible sequences during the study portion of that trial (ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB and CBA). This is strong evidence that, at least for 3-item sequences, a subject plans the entire sequence before executing it. that many of the discoveries about simultaneous chaining have been serendipitous, I anticipate that the future of research on this topic (see also Box 4) will contain various surprises that fill many gaps in our understanding of how the verbal human mind evolved from the poorly understood non-verbal animal mind.
Box 4. Future directions
Planning Representations, not matter how complex, are of no use unless they are translated into action. This requires serial planning of motor movements. Variations of the SCP that rearrange the physical configuration of list items should help to determine how far ahead a subject plans when executing a sequence [37] . Chunking Can monkeys combine small (3-item) lists they have already mastered into larger lists by using each 3-item list as chunk? A monkey's ability to use chunks can also be studied in experiments in which adjacent items on a particular list are photographs of objects from the same category (e.g. fruit, birds trees, etc.) [58] .
Transitive inference
The transitive inference (TI) paradigm [59] [60] [61] [62] has generated an extensive literature on ordinal knowledge of human children and non-human primates. With the TI paradigm, a subject is first trained on individual ordinal relationships, for example, AOB, BOC, COD, DOE... and is then tested on their knowledge of the ordinal relationships between non-adjacent pairs, for example, B and D. It is of interest to compare ordinal representations of arbitrary stimuli established by the SCP and the TI paradigms. Similar outcomes would suggest a natural 'order' line of the type suggested for number [63] .
Memory of multiple list items
To date, all experiments on short-term serial memory in monkeys test only for memory of a single item following the presentation of a multi-item list [10] . The SCP provides a means of testing a subject's memory of all of the items presented during the sample by presenting all of those items simultaneously, along with various distractors. Memory of item information can be tested by requiring subjects to respond to all of the sample items, in any order; memory of order information, by requiring subjects to respond to the sample items in the order in which they were presented. Such experiments would provide a valuable basis for comparing short-term serial memory in human and non-human primates.
